Present: Peter Berendzen, Kurt Pontasch (Biology); Laura Strauss (Chemistry and Biochemistry); Aleksandar Poleksic (Computer Science); John Groves (Earth Science); Julie Zhang, Jin Zhu (Industrial Technology); Suzanne Riehl, Nikolay Silkin (Mathematics); Dale Olson (Physics); Jeff Morgan (Science Education)

CNS University Curriculum Committee member Mark Fienup (Computer Science) was present with comments on the packets.

1. The senate began discussion with the Earth Science curriculum packet; Walters and Czarnetski were present to participate in the discussion. Several comments were made regarding the packet, particularly in the area of needed consultations for dropped prerequisites. Pontasch moved to accept the packet, pending the suggested changes. Strauss and Poleksic seconded the motion. The motion passed with a unanimous vote.

2. Discussion continued with the Physics curriculum packet. Senators Olson and Morgan answered questions on behalf of the department. The majority of comments centered on the need to add hidden prerequisites to the lists for several proposed course changes. Poleksic moved to accept the packet, pending suggested changes. Groves seconded the motion. The motion passed with a unanimous vote.

The meeting adjourned at 5:13 p.m.

Respectively submitted,

Jeff Morgan Secretary